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		This book covers the most popular modern JavaScript Unit testing frameworks and gives you a crash course in how to use and automate them. Lots of examples and practical instructions make learning easy and enjoyable.

	
		Overview

		
			Learn and understand, using practical examples, synchronous and asynchronous JavaScript unit testing.
	
			Cover the most popular JavaScript Unit Testing Frameworks including Jasmine, YUITest, QUnit, and JsTestDriver.
	
			Automate and integrate your JavaScript Unit Testing for ease and efficiency.


	
		In Detail

	
		The largest challenge for many developers' day to day life is ensuring the support of, and assuring the reach of, their product. With the ever increasing number of mainstream web browsers this is becoming a more difficult task for JavaScript coders.

	
		From the beginning, JavaScript Unit Testing will show you how to reduce the time you spend testing, and automate and ensure efficiency in guaranteeing your success.

	
		JavaScript Unit Testing will introduce and help you master the art of efficiently performing and automating JavaScript Unit tests for your web applications.

	
		Using the most popular JavaScript unit testing frameworks, you will develop, integrate, and automate all the tests you need to ensure the widest reach and success of your web application.

	
		Covering the most popular JavaScript Unit testing frameworks of today, JavaScript Unit Testing is your bible to ensuring the functionality and success of all of your JavaScript and Ajax Web Applications.

	
		Starting with Jasmine, you will also learn about, and use, YUITest, QUnit, and JsTestDriver, integrate them into your projects, and use them together to generate reports.

	
		Learn to automate these tools, make them work for you, and include the power of these tools in your projects from day one.

	
		What you will learn from this book

		
			Learn and use the power of Jasmine, YUITest, QUnit, and JsTestDriver.
	
			Learn by doing to synchronously and asynchronously test your JavaScript applications.
	
			Automate your JavaScript tests using both Build and Integration Management Tools.
	
			Generate test reports for your JavaScript tests.
	
			Customize JavaScript unit testing frameworks to include rich test expressions.


	
		Approach

	
		A practical, example-driven guide to using, automating, and integrating JavaScript Unit tests for the busy and conscientious JavaScript developer striving for excellence and success.

	
		Who this book is written for

	
		JavaScript Unit Testing is a must have guide for every web developer, designer, architect, and JavaScript coder seeking to ensure the highest quality of their web applications and JS code. Knowledge of JavaScript is assumed.
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Electronics Sensors for the Evil Genius: 54 Electrifying ProjectsMcGraw-Hill, 2006

	Electronic Sensors for the Evil Genius: 54 Electrifying Projects was created as a voyage of discover}* for children, adults, science buffs, and for those curious at heart of all ages. This book was designed to provide a spark for the curiosity seeker, as well as to inspire curious children, students, and adults alike toward experimentation...
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Bluff City: The Secret Life of Photographer Ernest WithersW W Norton, 2019

	
		The little-known story of an iconic photographer, whose work captured?and influenced?a critical moment in American history.

	
		Who was Ernest Withers? Most Americans may not know the name, but they do know his photographs. Withers took some of the most legendary images of the 1950s and ’60s: Martin...
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C++ In Action: Industrial Strength Programming TechniquesAddison Wesley, 2001
In fact I could only dream about writing this book while working full time at Microsoft. I had problems finding time to share experiences with other teams working on the same project. We were all too busy writing software. And then I managed to get a four-month leave of absence. This is how this book started.
Teaching courses to a live,...
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Sams Teach Yourself Java in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2011

	 


	As the author of computer books, I spend a lot of time lurking in the computer

	section of bookstores, observing the behavior of readers while I’m

	pretending to read the latest issue of In Touch Weekly magazine.

	Because of my research, I’ve learned that if you have picked up this book...
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The Science of Clays: Applications in Industry, Engineering, and EnvironmentSpringer, 2013

	This book is an attempt to provide a comprehensive and coherent description of three widely separated aspects of clays: the science of clays; the industrial uses of clays; and the role of clays in the environment. Most of the existing literature lacks such an integrated study and this work endeavours to fill that gap.


	An exhaustive...
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Adaptive Blind Signal and Image ProcessingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
With solid theoretical foundations and numerous potential applications, Blind Signal Processing (BSP) is one of the hottest emerging areas in Signal Processing. This volume unifies and extends the theories of adaptive blind signal and image processing and provides practical and efficient algorithms for blind source separation, Independent,...
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